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Autism Cure: Process and Concerns 

 

Varun Gupta 

Generally, parents and caregivers in the cases of autism, almost always ask 

me, at or before their first consultation, about how the process goes. The 

cases for which there are varied ‘protocols’ present today, in the name of 

curing autism, are really plenty in number. Still, almost none really cure. This 

document describes the process of healing in my practise, including what all 

to expect while on its path. 

After a very detailed case intake, which is in the written form most of 

the times, the process of finding what is visible and can be figured out then, 

begins. Sometimes the written case intake seems different and delusional to 

some, as what will a parent write? That the kid is hyper, not at par with 

others in so and so areas, and so on? Won’t it be monotonous and 

common to all? However, this is not the case. The way the questions are 

presented in the initial case intake form, and when one really sits to answer 

them in detail, quite thorough and detailed hidden aspects come forward, 

which one may not even realize in the torment of just cognition worries and 

hyperactivity issues. Plus, how exactly does hyperactivity present itself, what 

does the kid do when he or she is hyper, so on and so forth, also give major 

additions to the description. 

This though is just a small part of the total write-up, as the other 

details that come out are really very different. Surprisingly, all that written 

and reported by parents themselves, as answers to the questions, including 

requisite answers to the cross-questions. I mean that parents themselves 

write these, posing as the right needed medium to convey symptoms, which 

the kid can’t tell himself or herself. And these are the symptoms which 

parents might not even notice earlier, in conscious plane, unless explored 

and unearthed in a proper fashion. They otherwise would take them just as 

some meaningless stims, or behaviours, due to autism, including every other 

fine detail. 

A nicely written write-up is the first major foundation of right track of 

layers. Plus, of course, it can easily be that the kid needs just the 
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medicine(s) found initially itself, which for quite higher percentage of cases 

is just one or two. And this is the first very important thing that should be 

kept in mind, instead of being in any fear.. 

However, as these cases are so tough, even when seeming not so 

tough, they can have some hidden aspects to them. This can be the need of 

change in medicine being used, or layer, or the need of another one too, 

whether a homeopathic medicine again, or say a suitable Bach Flower 

essence, or any other flower or gem essence; and this shows itself very 

rightly and properly, when we get ahead with the initially found medicines. 

For the cases needing any such change or addition, as the visible 

symptoms heal, to which the layers have already been identified, the 

hidden ones start to show up themselves. This happens in some different 

symptoms being shown up then, which at times can again be some particular 

sort of hyperactivity, and other such issues. Many a time the symptoms that 

come are not present initially, and in case they are a bit intense, a few start 

feeling it as regression! This however is not so, as it’s rather the clarity 

coming for another layer, in its symptoms, while the given ones are getting 

healed, which is quite visible again. For the remaining situation, the one to be 

addressed yet, it’s almost as though the left-out things are asking themselves 

to be noticed, by showing themselves through their symptoms. 

This is very much obvious, as that situation is still to be addressed, 

and thus its symptoms will reveal itself. This is the only way in which we can 

catch it, else how can we? Further, it should be taken positively by parents, 

that the hidden aspects are getting clear, after which the case will finally be 

cured. Still, I’ve seen fear in some parents, to varying degrees, when any 

such situation shows up, even when the changes or additions needed are 

just twice or thrice. They fail to recognize what we are up against, to which 

really no cure is available, and what rather is done to such cases by almost 

all other techniques, are some fixes. With those fixes, called ‘results’, which of 

course are carried for lifetime, there are tons of supplements, other 

medicines, diets, therapies, etc, going on side by side. Thus, it’s really 

important to get out of this mindset, to see fixes very soon, along with 

every dose of medicine. 

Also, to share, that it’s not necessary that any new symptoms are of a 

change needed in the medicine, or are for addition of more layers. Many a 
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times, the new symptoms are just passing symptoms, in that very energy 

itself, which is getting healed, and these symptoms just show themselves 

for a while on the cure path. They come and go by itself soon, as the 

healing or cure gets ahead. 

 

Sometimes when the symptoms of hidden aspects are shown more, 

the ones yet to get clear, even the improvements that happen in the known 

aspects, get shadowed, or are not acknowledged. This happens despite the 

fact that the improvements are visible, though still the concern for other 

symptoms gets more prominent then. When though the needed change or 

addition gets in, the symptoms again start settling, for the aspects they 

showed. Sometimes, and this one really is very rare, when more changes or 

additions are needed, it’s then when any parent can get tense. Though, 

after all the aspects are clear, and as the last new symptoms settle, the real 

cure process begins. When we know that after we are done with all the 

aspects, and after settling of the last set of new symptoms, it’s proper cure 

path thereafter, I mean with proper visible improvements, and then a bit of 

time, even when a bit erratic, is not that difficult to go through. 

Parents readily take first prescription, second prescription, third, fourth, 

and so on, from various homeopaths, in the name of clears, miasm clears, 

vaccine clears, constitutional, yeast, fungus, worms, parasites, panadas, lyme, 

and so on, and though, when changes or additions get just a bit more here, 

they tend to show impatience. This, ‘if it happens’, must be checked, with 

proper understanding and patience. 

When one comes with this mindset, that they have to calmly get to 

the depth of the case, than worry, the process gets easier. Otherwise, one 

keeps on worrying for new symptoms, even when they are passing 

symptoms in the same medicine, and a few even can start calling it 

regression, that this wasn’t there earlier. When, however, we know that new 

symptoms can come and go within the same energy itself, that too while 

proper cure, the worries must really be put aside. 

So, things go much more systematically, than what we see with other 

wrong methods, wherein just one word, or related words to ‘detox’, 

‘drainage’, ‘clears’, etc, are given to explain any tough symptoms, bad 
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reactions, or regressions! In a few of these other methods this is also the 

time of inclusion of ‘detox’, ‘drainage’ and ‘clear’ remedies, to open the so-

called blocked detox channels. This though is a very false way, and thus even 

the requisite terms used, when in real wrong symptoms are being produced 

by wrong medicines. At other times some palliations happen, i.e. some fixes, 

termed as ‘results’. 

In contrast, when very clear explanations and matches are seen with 

layers, given very explicitly, there remains no room for any confusion for 

anything. Just a word ‘detox’, whether happening or to be done, in contrast to 

the complete picture on what all is happening, how and what, whether for 

the cure path of any layer, or for any one that shows up, is too much of a 

difference in methods. 

So, when one shows proper patience and faith to get to all the aspects, 

the rest is nothing much, and just a little wait to let the complete cure 

happen.. Further, the situation never feels tough if the number of changes or 

additions needed are one or two, or even up to three, and this of course is for 

quite higher percentage of cases. As however we can’t predict the number of 

additions or changes needed in the beginning itself, this worry of course 

remains. Still, when one is sure on the cure, as even visible in the cases 

showcased online, it’s never such a big concern to have that patience. Instead 

of running for lifetime, with fixes, along with loads of supplements, diet 

restrictions, etc, even when a bit erratic path shown for the ones needing 

more changes and additions, it’s never such a big concern. Still parents can 

get tense, as has happened with me of course, and that’s why too I’ve given 

this detailed outline. 

If parents can come after reading at least some good part of my work, 

at least a good part of the second chapter, and thus after understanding the 

concept, they’ll understand the situation in a much better way, which will 

easily help them in remaining calmer too. I in a way was even afraid to give 

such a detailed outline, as it can also put unnecessary fears in all. Still, I felt 

that parents get to understand this, so that they are mentally prepared in 

case their case is a tougher one. I thus thought to outline it properly. Hope 

it will help, and even take away the unnecessary fears.. 


